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F
reeman Dyson1 characterizes scientific revolutions 
as either concept-driven or tool-driven. Discover-
ies of Einstein and Newton each launched a highly 
consequential concept-driven scientific revolution. 

But concept-driven revolutions have been few in number. 
Far more numerous, by contrast, have been tool-driven sci-
entific revolutions; they, in general, are just as consequen-
tial—sometimes even monumental—as evidenced by the 
impact to date of the ongoing tool-driven revolution ush-
ered in by the advent of digital computers and networking.

Concept-driven revolutions, according to Dyson, in-
troduce rigid organization and discipline, resulting in new 
explanations of old things. Tool-driven revolutions engen-
der creative chaos and freedom, leading to new discoveries 
requiring explanations. Higher education is in the throes of 
such a technology-driven revolution; as is K–12. The deploy-
ment in classrooms has been limited, in part because not all 
technologies are pedagogically suitable, and in part, not all 
content can be taught with new pedagogies. Although it’s dif-
ficult to sort out such interdependencies, the Venn diagrams 
in Figure 1 can help us theorize how multiple knowledge 
domains—technology, pedagogy, and content—can interact 
to produce the type of technological pedagogical knowledge 
(TPK) needed in content delivery.2

The framework in Figure 1 clearly indicates that instruc-
tors need to go beyond practicing teaching with a focus on 
just pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)—as occurs in 
teacher education programs; or technological content knowl-
edge (TCK)—as occurs in computational science, technology, 

engineering, and math (STEM) education. Here, we add 
a third leg (TPK in Figure 1) to the desired integration by 
reviewing pedagogical aspects of a particular technology—
namely, computational modeling and simulation technology 
(CMST)—that can be used for content delivery in intro-
ductory computing and science courses. We present find-
ings from the teaching of such courses at both college and 
K–12 levels that suggest that using CMST—or simply com-
putational—pedagogy can transform teaching and learning 
in all STEM areas. One such benefit is that computational 
pedagogy can help us teach abstraction skills and computa-
tional scientific thinking to a new generation of computer 
programmers.

Teaching Abstraction Skills
Researchers still don’t know how humans make strong gen-
eralizations from sparse, noisy, and ambiguous data,3 but we 
know that it aids us in our personal and professional lives. The 
need for generalization (abstraction) is born as a way of adjust-
ing to the reality of limited resources (such as time, memory, 
and attention). Abstraction helps our cognitive development 
by simplifying, categorizing, and registering key information 
and knowledge for quicker retrieval and processing.4

By definition, knowledge that’s general and not tied to a 
specific context is abstract knowledge; the higher the level of 
abstraction, the wider its applicability. The pyramid-like struc-
ture in Figure 2 illustrates the levels and volume of detailed 
knowledge and their abstracted form. This is similar to the hi-
erarchical taxonomy used to describe levels of learning,5,6 but 
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as Figure 2 indicates, we’re only interested in illustrating the 
information flow in top-down (deductive) and bottom-up (in-
ductive) approaches to teaching, not the internal structure of 
the pyramid as categorized by Bloom and others.5,6 Abstrac-
tion is an inductive process, whereby details are filtered out and 
the focus is placed on more general patterns, thereby allow-
ing us to assign priority and importance to the newly acquired 
information.

Abstraction skills are important in computer science 
(CS) education. Programmers use abstraction to write large 
and complex codes (such as operating systems, compilers, 
and networking) by distributing the complexity and intrica-
cy of the problem at hand into seemingly independent layers 
and protocols, thereby hiding the details of how each layer 
accomplishes specific tasks. Edsger Dijkstra, an early pioneer 
in computing and programming, regarded abstraction as the 
most vital activity of a competent programmer.7 Recently, 
Jeannette Wing and her colleagues8 described computational 
thinking, a skill now recommended for early grades, as “us-
ing abstraction and decomposition when attacking a large 
complex task or designing a large complex system.”

Since abstraction skills are so essential, CS educators 
strive to improve it beyond what’s innate through teaching, 
training, and practice. However, as noted by Michal Ar-
moni,7 teaching abstraction in the context of programming 
is challenging. Four levels of abstraction have been identi-
fied. From low (bottom) to high (top), they are

1. machine-level,
2. program-level,
3. object-level, and
4. problem-level.

The ability to oscillate between different levels of abstraction 
is often what distinguishes a good programmer from a poor 
programmer. Even advanced undergraduates barely move 
beyond language-specific (level 2) or algorithm- specific 
 (level 3) biases.7 While reaching level 4 is important to 
transform appropriate algorithmic and programming skills 
into different application contexts, the teaching of program-
ming itself doesn’t seem to accomplish this. As a result, a 
problem-solving and design approach has now been rec-
ommended to teach computing concepts and principles in 
the context of applications (see www.acm.org/education).9 
CMST tools can facilitate contextualized computing educa-
tion not only by linking the content knowledge in comput-
ing and sciences, they can also provide different forms of 
pedagogical approaches to optimize the learning experience.

Pedagogical Aspects of CMST
Historically, both deductive and inductive approaches have 
been used at all levels of science education. The deductive ap-
proach to instruction entails the teacher introducing a new 

concept or theory to students by explaining it first, then show-
ing an application or two of the theory or concept, and wrap-
ping up the instruction by affording students an opportunity 
to apply the theory or concept by completing homework prob-
lems.10 This has been and continues to be the traditional ap-
proach to science instruction, and it often leads to apathy and 

Figure 1. The Technical Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK 
or TPACK) framework.2 Particular technologies have specific 
affordances and constraints, and not all content can be taught with 
all technologies and pedagogies. The framework emphasizes the 
importance of an interacting TPCK knowledge that is different from 
the separate knowledge of all three domains (TK, PK, and CK).
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the eventual attrition of students.11 The inductive approach to 
instruction, by contrast, first presents students with a problem, 
a case, or data from an experiment. Students are then guided 
to explore underlying facts, issues, and the like. As the culmi-
nating step, students are led to acquire on their own an under-
standing of the underlying concept or organizing principle.11 
Inquiry-guided learning, problem-based learning, and project-
based learning are all among forms of inductive instruction.10 
While empirical evidence suggests that the inductive approach 
to instruction is superior and that it fosters greater intellectual 
growth,4 prudent educators should take advantage of different 
approaches of teaching.

Modeling- and simulation-based computational pedago-
gy affords the learner the opportunity to cycle back and forth 
between the inductive and deductive approaches to learning. 
Recent advances in computer software have alleviated many 
of the hurdles that once stood in the way of model construc-
tion. Advanced software tools, such as Interactive Physics (IP) 
and AgentSheets (AS), can be used to teach about a scientific 
topic via a series of student-controlled experiments without 
requiring the student to know the mathematical, computa-
tional, and scientific details of the phenomenon under study. 
A learner, then, may start by setting up a model and conduct-
ing simulations without a concern for having prior knowledge 
in these areas—and this deductive approach takes away the 
threatening and boring aspect of STEM learning. To create a 
model in this environment, the user merely selects appropri-
ate icons in a design fashion to represent  important system 
components, establishes relations among objects graphically 
by either a dropdown menu or by drawing appropriate con-
nections, and then specifies the functional relationships be-
tween components. Once a model is created, a mouse click is 
all that’s needed to run the simulation.

A growing body of research12-15 identifies simulation as 
an exemplar of inquiry-guided learning, which uses strategies 
to promote learning through students’ active and increasingly 
independent investigation of questions, problems and issues. 
A teaching method consisting of carefully planned simula-
tions would create a dynamic learning environment—one in 
which learners will be at the center of learning and they can 
be led to use, analyze, and evaluate results from individual 
simulations to construct a general concept or principle. In 
so doing, learners will be forced to reconcile the difference 
between their own preconceptions and simulation results, 
resulting in deep (as opposed to shallow) learning. Accord-
ing to several hundreds of student interviews and observa-
tions by the Physics Education Technology project,14 as well 
as by the authors themselves,15 simulations are as engaging as 
video games. They can induce the Optimal Flow condition in 
learning,16 as characterized by Thomas Malone17:

■■ the learner can increase or decrease the level of challenges 
to match skills,

■■ the activity is easy to isolate from other external or in-
ternal stimuli to minimize interference, and

■■ the activity offers a broad range of challenges for player 
to go beyond a sugarcoating of “fun” to the full engage-
ment that the simulations can offer.

CMST-based computational pedagogy carries many 
characteristics of the constructivist approach,18 including in-
quiry-based, generative, cooperative, and interactive learning 
as well as project and team-based instruction. Using models 
and simulations, learners become actively engaged in “do-
ing,” rather than passively “receiving” knowledge. In so do-
ing, the learner becomes the center of the learning process, 
allowing self-interpretation of the problem and revision if 
necessary, mediated by own biases, beliefs, preconceptions, 
prior knowledge and observations. Once learners successfully 
infer an organizing principle or theory (as we describe in the 
next section), they can embark on the next logical and neces-
sary step; one that involves predicting the consequences of 
the organizing principle or theory that the learner just in-
ferred, and ascertaining whether the organizing principle or 
theory is viable, given the consequences. Anyone who learns 
in this fashion would, in fact, be practicing the craft of scien-
tists.14 Because simulation modules of differing complexity 
and flexibility have already been developed and made pub-
lic, it’s now possible to lead learners to perform a series of 
simulations to explore a scientific process in a manner that’s 
similar to how scientists conduct controlled experiments, 
by holding all except one variable invariant. A teaching and 
learning method reliant on CMST is being welcomed by to-
day’s traditional college and school students, as they’re digital 
natives, attracted to and captivated by all things digital. Even 
non-science students, with no prior knowledge of physics, 
who used CMST tools and Web-based simulations, have 
shown the ability to provide good explanations of scientific 
phenomena much more quickly (within hours) than physics 
majors after a year of physics.14

That is to say, then, that modeling and simulation can 
facilitate associative learning. In fact, both top-down and 
bottom-up associative learning can be facilitated through 
modeling and simulation. For example, when learners are 
led to perform a series of simulations that allow them to 
construct a general principle, they’ll be using a bottom-up 
approach to knowledge construction. Alternatively, when 
learners are led to explore the applicability of a general prin-
ciple to a specific situation, top-down approach to learning 
would take place. Thus, as a result of immediate feedback 
and associative learning, deep (as opposed to shallow) learn-
ing would take place.

In the event that some learners aren’t quick to catch on 
to this idea, instructors would have no difficulty in making 
this concept, which is a general concept and not a domain-
specific concept, apparent. It’s widely acknowledged that 
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cognition is contingent on the ability of learners to construct 
knowledge that applies to a wide spectrum of contexts, or 
generalizable knowledge.19 On the one hand, modeling and 
simulation would let learners develop an understanding of 
and appreciation for the role that mental models play in de-
veloping scientific concepts. As Philip Johnson-Laird noted, 
mental models “enable individuals to make inferences and 
predictions, to understand phenomena, to decide what ac-
tion to take and to control its execution, and above all to 
experience events by proxy; they allow language to be used 
to create representations comparable to those deriving from 
direct acquaintance with the world; and they relate words to 
the world by way of conception and perception.”20 On the 
other hand, the combination of step-wise model construc-
tion and systematic synthesis of simulation results can be 
used as a metaphor for different levels of abstraction.

The step-wise approach to model construction provides a 
natural avenue for group activity, with each group taking on 
the task of improving model performance by adding a specific 
detail. Alternatively, the step-wise approach to model building 
may be used to instruct learners about the underlying theories 
and mathematical concepts that are important in a given situ-
ation. Through this process, learners can be led to develop an 
understanding of scientific reductionism that studying a sys-
tem or solving a complex problem requires breaking the sys-
tem into its components or the complex problem into smaller 
chunks. Creating a model through a step-wise process and 
running it at each stage of the development have the added 
advantage that learners get immediate feedback about their 
work. The step-wise process is also an effective way to intro-
duce theoretical concepts and mathematical ideas to students 
in the more traditional way. When learners have had the op-
portunity to explore a topic on their own, the lecture-based 
instruction can work extremely well.4 Incidentally, a compu-
tational approach has been used effectively to change under-
graduate physics education for the better.21

A well-designed simulation focuses the learner’s atten-
tion on the basic concepts. While deductive and inductive 
aspects of CMST have been already utilized in science edu-
cation (as the aforementioned references indicate), an equal-
ly beneficial case is awaiting us to teach both computational 
and scientific skills at the same time.

Inductive Discovery of CMST Principles
If we apply the same pyramid hierarchy to a modular struc-
ture of scientific modeling and simulation, at the bottom 
of the pyramid would be detailed knowledge of differential 
equations representing the behavior of system(s) of interest, 
methods of mapping these equations onto a numerical space, 
as well as experience of writing a computer program that 
renders these discretized mathematical expressions to predict 
evolution of the system(s) under study. The enormity of re-
quired knowledge at such a low level has made it difficult to 

prepare someone at the bachelor’s level for a computational 
job, and this is why the undergraduate programs in computa-
tional science have problems attracting or retaining students. 
But, as mentioned earlier, today’s CMST tools require no ex-
posure to these topics, as they shield the learner from such 
details; thereby enabling the emergence of a new pedagogy 
and a method of inquiry that can help improve not only un-
dergraduate computational science education, but also the 
overall K–12 education that’s responsible for the STEM inter-
est and readiness of our youth.

After sufficient experience with designing models, or 
playing with an existing model, it soon becomes apparent 
to learners that models are nothing but mere conceptual ab-
stractions and mental constructs aided by computers. They 
generally have little fear of breaking a model or hurting 
themselves, unlike operating complex laboratory equipment. 
They go on to improve the performance of their models by 
adding details, one at a time, and run and re-run simula-
tions. As soon as they make a connection between a specific 
change that they made to a model and the response that re-
sulted from that change, they’re inductively onto discovering 
a general principle, new = old + change, which sits right at 
the top of the CMST pyramid. Once there, learners can cycle 
back and slide down the pyramid again to deductively exam-
ine the application of this mathematical principle in differ-
ent scenarios. In this back-and-forth cycle, students might 
discover and comprehend many other CMST principles and 
concepts, including the virtue of decomposing something 
complex into smaller chunks, the tradeoff between compu-
tational cost and accuracy as well as a basic understanding of 
mathematical and scientific equations involved.

The application of the above core principle to different 
situations would make it clear to learners that change requires 
causal agent(s) or force(s), paving the way for them to gain a 
basic understanding of the relationship between change and 
forces of nature, as mathematically formulated here:

Force = mass · acceleration, or F = m · a
 a = change in velocity/change in time = dv/dt
 v = change in position/change in time = dx/dt,

where dt, dx, and dv denote change in time, position, and 
velocity. For non-science students, the relationship between 
acceleration (motion) and the force can be best understood 
if they consider the mass (m) as a measure of an object’s re-
sistance to the external forces: the higher the resistance to an 
external pressure (or the heavier an object), the less it can be 
moved.

To predict an object’s new position and velocity, you 
would simply add old and change:

xnew = xold + dx = xold + v · dt ;
vnew = vold + dv = vold + a · dt ;
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A table of x and v values may be constructed (see Table 1)  
against a sequence of independently chosen t values between  
t = t1 and t = T that are separated by dt. Since t is an in-
dependent variable, you can pick dt to be 1.0, 0.5, or 0.1 
depending on the desired resolution: the smaller the dt, the 
more data points in the table. Here, unknowns include initial 
conditions (t1, x1, v1) and a way to compute a = F/m, de-
pending on what force(s) are causing the system to change.

This scheme can be applied to some cases that students 
might have already experienced with using the CMST 
software tools, such as Interactive Physics (IP). In case of a 

one-dimensional oscillatory motion of an object under the 
influence of a spring force, F is −k · x, where k is the stiffness 
coefficient of the spring and x is the disturbance from its 
equilibrium position (see Figure 3). The negative sign means 
that a spring reacts in the opposite direction to an external 
disturbance. Using Excel, students can construct a table, 
such as Table 1, or graph the results (x vs. t, or v vs. t) as in 
Figure 4, to produce IP-like results (Figure 3). Initial veloc-
ity (v) and other variables (m and k) are all chosen to be 1 
for simplicity. Since friction and air resistance are assumed 
to be zero, the object is expected to swing right and left 

Table 1. An algebraic scheme to build an (x, v, t) table.

Step → 1 2 3 . N

t t1 t2 = t1 + dt ⋅ ⋅ tn = tn−1 + dt

x x1 x2 = x1 + v1 . dt ⋅ ⋅ xn = xn−1 + vn−1 . dt

v v1 v2 = v1 + a1 . dt ⋅ ⋅ vn = vn−1 + an−1 . dt

a F1/m F2/m ⋅ ⋅ Fn/m

Figure 3. Simple harmonic motion with Interactive Physics (IP). Since friction and air resistance are assumed to zero, the object is 
expected to swing right and left periodically with the same amplitude.
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periodically with the same amplitude, as Figure 3 shows. 
However, Excel computations in Figure 4 show growing 
amplitude (due to numerical error) with each swing, but if 
students play with data resolution (dt) by choosing smaller 
values, they can see its impact on reducing the numerical 
error and thus improving the results. 

As indicated by Malone,17 the level of challenge can be 
either increased or decreased to match student skills for op-
timal learning. Students can be offered a much simpler case 
than the one above; perhaps, they can be offered a case that 
has no physics involved or one that they might be familiar 
with from previous math courses. They could also be guided 
onto a more challenging case that involves two-dimensional 
motion under an acting force such as gravity. Next, we’ll 
consider both of these cases and related CMST principles.

Simpler Case 
Students’ understanding and fluency of the basic mathe-
matical principle, new = old + change, can be amplified by 
working out some algebraic exercises. These exercises can be 
done before applying the principle to a problem that might 
seemingly require some degree of science content, such as the 
aforementioned spring problem. An example is to find a di-
rect relationship (such as y = x2) when a formula for change 
is given—for example, dy = 2x · dx, which simply says the 
change in y depends on the x and dx (the change in x). So, the 
higher the x, the bigger the change in y; this is more like say-
ing, “the more money you have, the more fun you can have.”

Applying the mathematical principle, we can build a table 
of (x, y) values (see Table 2). If we pick the initial condition as 
(0, 0), the table yields the following computations in Table 3 
for dx = 1 and 0 ≤ x ≤ 5. Here, x is an independent variable.

Students with a background in calculus would know 
that given a derivative such as dy/dx = 2x, an analytical so-
lution is found by applying the mathematical integration 
rule “increase the power of x and then divide it by the new 
power tabulated.” This is often shown as 

y = ∫ dy = ∫ 2 . x dx = 2 . (x2/2) + C = x2 + C.

The initial condition of (0, 0) yields C = 0; thus, y = x2.  
This analytical solution is also tabulated in Table 3 and il-
lustrated in Figure 5, along with several other computation-
al solutions for cases of dx = 1, 0.5, and 0.1. 

When these numerical results are compared to the ana-
lytic solution (y = x2), students could again see a relation 
between the step size (dx) and the accuracy of the results: 
the smaller the dx, the more accurate the answer. While a hu-
man can calculate a few data points by hand when dx is 1, or 
0.5, and by Excel when it is 0.1, or 0.01, for much smaller 
increments, such as 0.001, 0.0001, or 0.0000001, students 
will discover that even spreadsheets aren’t much help. They’ll 
wonder about other tools that will offer more control, finer 

resolution, and faster automation. This provides a motivation 
to learn and use computer programming. It also provides (as 
we mentioned previously) an opportunity to understand sev-
eral aspects of computational thinking skills,8 including the 
virtue of decomposing a problem into smaller chunks, and 
the tradeoff between computational cost and accuracy.

More Complex Case 
More variables or equations always bring additional challeng-
es. For example, motivated learners can be guided to explore 
2D motion by simply adding similar algebraic equations as 

xnew = xold + vx · dt; vx,new = vx,old + ax · dt; 
ynew = yold + vy · dt; vy,new = vy,old + ay · dt

These equations can be used to compute positions (x, y) 
and velocities (vx, vy) of a rock (whose mass is mr) under the 

Table 3. Hands-on illustration to build an (x, y) table.

Step → 1 2 3 4 5 6

x 0 1 2 3 4 5

y 0 0 2 6 12 20

ya 0 1 4 9 16 25

Table 2. An algebraic scheme to build an (x, y) table.

Step → 1 2 3 . N

x x1 x2 = x1 + dx ⋅ ⋅ xn = xn−1 + dx

y y1 y2 = y1 +  

2 x1 ⋅ dx

⋅ ⋅ yn = yn−1 +  
2 xn−1 ⋅ dx
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Figure 4. Excel computations constructed per Table 1 for the 
harmonic motion in Figure 3.
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gravitational influence of the Earth (F = mr  . (G . ME /r2)) 
or orbit of a planet (whose mass is mp) under the gravita-
tional influence of the Sun (F = mp . (G . MS /r2)), where G 
is a universal constant and MS and ME are the masses of the 
Sun and Earth. Here, r is the distance between two interact-
ing objects. 

Figure 6 shows a projectile of a rock, thrown at a  
45-degree angle with a velocity of 5 m/s, using the afore-
mentioned algebraic equations marching with a time step  
dt = 0.5 s. The acceleration is only in the vertical direction  
(ay =G . ME /r2), and it’s roughly 9.8 m/s2 throughout the 
Earth’s surface because r (the distance between Earth’s cen-
ter and rock) is considered constant. However, for an orbital 
motion around the Sun, the acceleration (a = G . MS /r2) de-
pends on r and it needs to be calculated at each step during 
the simulation (see Figure 7). Students in high schools have 
shown that they can easily handle this information to conduct 
calculations, even before they have taken any physics classes.22

The orbital track in Figure 7 was computed by high 
school students22 as part of a challenge competition organized 
by the authors. The track is supposed to represent the Earth’s 
motion around the Sun using Excel with the above equations 
for a resolution (time step, dt) of 5 days. While it qualitatively 
looks elliptic, it’s not as accurate as you can obtain using IP. 
Reducing the time step would produce more accurate tracks 
with Excel, but that would involve handling too much data. 
Students will discover (once again) that spreadsheets are of 
limited help. This creates an opportunity to introduce com-
puter programming as a way to obtain not only finer resolu-
tion, but faster automation and more control. 

Implementation and Discussion
For more than a decade, we’ve been using a computational 
pedagogy approach to STEM and computing education, 
both at the college and high school level. At the college level,  
we teach three general education courses, including CPS 
101 Computational Science, CPS 105 Games and Simula-
tions, and CPS 302 Science, Technology, and Society. An-
other part of our K–12 outreach is that we’ve been offering 
CMST tools and pedagogical training to secondary school 
teachers. Details about these two aspects of our work have 
already been published elsewhere,15,23 but here we’ll briefly 
review this work in relation to our theoretical discussions.

General Education Courses 
Of the three general-education courses, CPS 101 is closest to 
fully using modeling simulation tools (such as IP, Excel, and 
Python) as described here. The next one is CPS 105, which 
uses agent-based modeling tools, such as AS, to demonstrate 
science applications in the context of games and environ-
mental issues. The CPS 302 course uses an introduction to 
science and computing in the context of history, again sup-
ported by demonstrations using tools such as IP and AS. 
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Surveys taken in three years’ duration between 2011 and 
2013 reveal interesting observations on student attitude versus 
the context in which science topics were taught in these courses 
(see Table 4). They all had a broad appeal, drawing students 
from 28 departments, including non-science majors. Almost 
all students (> 90 percent) in the three courses liked project-
based learning, which involved design of a game or a science 
experiment. More than 94 percent of the students recommend 
others to take these courses. A significant portion of students 
(70–83 percent) thought that modeling improved their under-
standing of science concepts and motivated them to pursue 
additional courses in computing and sciences. Although there 
are challenges of learning multiple fields in a single course, 
student skills seemed to grow along with challenges, thereby 
providing them an optimum Flow experience.16 

Although a sizable number of students thought they 
didn’t initially have the necessary background and skills, they 
eventually overcame these difficulties through the professor’s 
help, practice, project-based learning, and scaffolding. The 
level of frustration, however, was high (28 percent) in CPS 
101 in comparison to CPS 105 (7 percent) and CPS 302 
(5 percent). This difference can be explained in terms of the 
additional mathematics and programming covered in CPS 
101. Despite user-friendly tools and scaffolding strategies, 
some students were still intimidated by equations shown ear-
lier. Instructors increased and decreased the tasks’ complex-
ity to optimize learning; this had an impact on reducing the 
frustration level from 32 percent in 2011 to 25 percent in 
2013. The real irony is that while learners experienced higher 
frustration in 2011, the percentage of students who thought 
that the new skills (including programming in a text-based 
language such as Python) would help them in future courses 

was higher (96 percent) than in 2013 (56 percent), when we 
gradually reduced the computer programming in the course 
content. It’s true that with the change from heavy program-
ming and mathematics to the use of more friendly tools such 
as IP, students felt more engaged and confident, but they 
didn’t see a high prospect of using IP in future classes. This 
might be cultural, and using common tools across a curricu-
lum is important for students’ overall achievement through-
out a program of study. 

CMST Teacher Preparation 
Supported by the US National Science Foundation’s Math 
and Science Partnership (MSP) Program from 2003 to 2008, 
we offered a three-tiered training program to secondary 
school teachers from local school districts. The beginner level 
(first year) involved technology training, the intermediate 
level (second year) involved technological pedagogy training, 
and the advanced level (third year) involved technological 
pedagogical content training. The program offered incentives 
for teachers, including stipends, laptops, advanced graphing 
calculators, and yearlong coaching support. In return, teach-
ers were expected to develop and implement lesson plans and 
modeling examples using the tools they learned (see Table 5); 
prepare a student team to enter a project-based Challenge 
competition at the College; and offer turnkey training to a 
colleague who could not attend summer training. 

Table 6 shows the number of in-service teachers who 
benefited from the summer institute and Table 7 shows en-
rollments in a credit-bearing introductory course for upper-
level undergraduate and beginner-level graduate students 
that evolved from the beginner-level training of the summer 
institute. 

Table 4. Student responses averaged over three years.*

Survey Questions (Q)

Computational Science Course

101 105 302

1. Do you recommend this course? 94 100 96

2. Would you like to take another course? 63 80 70

3. Did modeling improve STEM learning? 82 70 83

4. Did you like project-based learning? 94 100 90

5. Did you have the necessary background? 65 91 80

6. Did your skills match the challenges? 78 91 92

7. Did you ever feel frustrated? 28 7 5

8. Will new skills help in later classes? 76 74 80

9. Did you change your major as a result? 13 9 4

* Responses are in percentages (%).
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The data suggested that the majority of teachers (70 
percent) didn’t feel fully prepared to put their TCK into 
practice right after the first year of tool training. It wasn’t 
until their TPK training in the second year and additional 
demonstrations of TPCK training in the third year that 
the average teacher felt confident and comfortable. While 
only 60 percent of the first-year teachers reported occasional 
use of modeling tools in their grades 7–12 classrooms, 78 
percent of third-year teachers reported that they used these 
tools regularly. 

In a 2010 survey of 40 active teachers, 94 percent agreed 
that the training made them more effective in the classroom; 
87 percent agreed that it strengthened their pedagogical 
skills; 73 percent agreed that it strengthened their pedagogi-
cal content knowledge; and 80 percent believed that their 
participation served to build leadership skills. Some teachers 
moved up quickly to key administrative positions, includ-
ing the posts of principals and curriculum directors. Par-
ticipating districts publicly credited the CMST program for 

 contributing to recruitment of new teachers and delaying the 
retirement of veteran teachers. Although urban teachers were 
initially more eager than their suburban counterparts to learn 
(and acquire) new technologies, the suburban teachers were 
more interested in technological and pedagogical content 
training. However, the urban profile changed over the span 
of five years to a point of resembling the suburban teachers.

Most teachers agreed that using the modeling and 
simulation tools in their classrooms significantly increased 
student engagement. In the 2010 survey conducted by ex-
ternal evaluators, 90 percent of teachers agreed that com-
putational inquiry made math and science concepts more 
comprehensible to students. Student reaction to modeling 
(versus traditional techniques) was found to be 97 percent 
favorable in math and 77 percent in science classes. While 
science classes utilized technology less due to limited access 
and lack of science-related modeling examples, in instanc-
es where it was utilized, a deeper understanding of science 
topics was achieved, compared to math topics (83 percent 
versus 76 percent). This trend is even seen with the rate of 
teacher participation beyond the first year (see Table 6). Of 
110 math teachers who attended training the first year, only 
40 percent returned the second year, and 50 percent of those 
returned in the third year for additional professional devel-
opment. At the same time, of 53 science teachers, 50 percent 
returned the second year, and 65 percent of those returned 
in the third year. As far as gender response to the use of 
CMST-based teaching, teachers reported that while male 
students showed more interest in playing with technology 
and plowing through the details with less regard to the big 
picture, female students initially seemed reluctant and tim-
id, but excelled when details (curriculum) were put into the 
context of real-world problems and projects.

To triangulate the self-reporting by teachers, student 
achievement data were analyzed in two partnering school dis-
tricts, namely the urban Rochester City School District (RCSD) 
and the suburban Brighton Central School District (BCSD), 
via report cards and standardized test scores. While we can’t 
isolate the CMST impact from other contributing factors in a 
district, a trend was noted that during the initiative, the percent 
of students receiving a Regents diploma increased  significantly 

Table 5. List of the computational modeling and simulation technology (CMST) tools used in training.

Tool Training purpose

Interactive Physics (IP) Investigate concepts in physics without prior physics background (www.design-simulation.com/IP).

AgentSheets (AS) Create games and simulations through agents and rules of engagement (www.agentsheets.com).

Stella Model a system by a pictorial diagram of initial values and rate-of-change equations (www.iseesystems.com).

Geometer’s Sketchpad (GSP) Model geometrical concepts; compute distances, angles, and areas (www.dynamicgeometry.com).

Project Interactivate (PI) Online courseware for exploring scientific and mathematical concepts (www.shodor.org).

Table 6. Number of teachers attending training.

Subject Areas

Training

Total
Year 1
TCK*

Year 2
TPK

Year 3
TPCK

Math 110 44 22 176

Science 53 26 17 96

Technology 10 6 3 19

Special education 15 2 1 18

* TCK = technological content knowledge; TPK = technological 
pedagogical knowledge; TPCK = technological pedagogical content 
knowledge.

Table 7. Number of pre-service teachers trained.

Natural science 
course (NAS) 2003–2007 2008–2012 2013 Total

NAS 401/501 113 107 58 278
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from the baseline (RCSD: 21 percent → 59 percent, BCSD: 
84 percent → 95 percent). The initiative specifically exposed 
urban students to college experiences and opportunities, and 
this might have led to an increased interest (78 percent → 
83 percent) in both two-year and four-year college programs 
over the period examined. Furthermore, the passing rate  
(> 65/100) in New York State Grade-8 Math exam increased 
in RCSD from 10 percent to 33 percent, while its passing 
rate in the New York Regents Math-A exam (Grades 11–12) 
also increased from 13 percent to 67 percent. The passing 
rate in sciences, however, improved less significantly—Physics  
(3 percent → 22 percent) and Chemistry (9 percent → 27 
percent). Student passing rates seem to parallel teacher partici-
pation levels in each area (math/science ≈ 2). At the suburban 
district, passing rates improved in both mathematics (Math-A: 
51 percent → 99 percent) and sciences (Physics: 52 percent 
→ 78 percent), reflecting again participation of the district’s 
Math and Physics teachers in the initiative (math/science ≈ 
1). The number of students taking General Physics increased 
from 50 percent to ~100 percent. The number of students tak-
ing AP Physics also doubled.

Currently, there’s an effort to explore the interaction of 
technology, pedagogy, and content to improve the de-

livery of instruction. Our focus has been on pedagogical 
aspects of computational modeling and simulation technol-
ogy (CMST) and how it can be used to teach principles of 
computing and sciences in introductory courses. We believe 
that CMST is an excellent tool to teach abstraction skills to 
computer programmers. It also facilitates a contextualized 
approach to computing education that many CS educators 
are looking for. 

Instructors need help to identify and deploy effective 
technologies. For more than a decade, we’ve been offering 
summer training for both college faculty and secondary 
school STEM teachers about effective use of CMST tools 
and related deductive and inductive pedagogies in teaching 
and learning in all STEM areas. As discussed in the previous 
section, findings from the field are highly encouraging. Data 
from three new college computing courses, as well as CMST-
infused existing K-12 STEM courses, suggest increased stu-
dent engagement and achievement. The summer training has 
been offered now as a college course for pre-service students. 
Additional work has been undertaken recently to train in-
service and pre-service students to teach an upcoming AP CS 
Principles course, but this will be reported later. 
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